
CIS2390 PRACTICAL
Week 5

Important Warning
Some of the techniques we have discussed in this weeks teaching materials should not be 
used or practiced on any University network. To do so could result in instant suspension 
from the University.

Questions
In order to answer this weeks questions you will need to launch the Samurai virtual ma-
chine.

This week, you are supplied1 with the firewall logs from a honeynet (this is a networked 
collection of honeypot servers). These logs represent a months worth of data from this 
server! You are told that:

• the honeynet servers have an IP address of 11.11.11.*

• the legitimate DNS servers have the IP addresses 22.22.22.* and 23.23.23.*

This weeks practical exercises will get you to analyze this data using various tools avail-
able at the Unix command line (most text editors have a difficult time opening this file due 
to its size!). You will need to pipe (see the Unix notes for more on this) these commands 
together in order to get any form of productive output from them.

• using grep (see Unix notes and the man pages for more information) you may search the 
contents of this file looking for lines of text that match a regular expression.

• using wc (see the man pages for more information) you may count how many characters  
or lines of text are present in your output

• using sort (see the man pages for more information) you may sort your output text lines 
alphabetically

• using uniq (see the man pages for more information) you may filter your output text so 
that common adjacent lines of text are eliminated from the output

• using sed (see the man pages for more information) you may extract substrings from 
each of your output lines of text. For example, you can extract destination IP addresses 
using:

sed -e “s/^.*DST=\([0-9.]*\).*$/\1/”
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1 Note: download this data using:
wget http://helios.hud.ac.uk/scomcjp/honeynet.log

http://helios.hud.ac.uk/scomcjp/week17.log
http://helios.hud.ac.uk/scomcjp/week17.log


• using less (online help is available from within less by pressing the h key) you may view 
your output: a screen at a time; scroll forwards and backwards; perform forward and 
backward text searches.

Use these tools to build up command pipes that answer this weeks questions. You may 
find it productive to incrementally build up your solutions!

1. You are told that some of the honeypots run a HTTP service. Using the extended regu-
lar expression:

INBOUND .*? DST=11.11.11.[0-9]+ .*? PROTO=TCP .*? DPT=80 

examine the incoming HTTP traffic and see if you can determine the IP addresses of all 
the machines that attempt to use this service?

2. Can you determine the IP address for each of the honeypots in the honeynet? 

3. By examining the outgoing data from the honeynet, we can determine what services 
our honeypots provide. Using the extended regular expression:

OUTG .*? SRC=11.11.11.[0-9]+ .*? SPT=

a. determine what other services are running on the honeynet’s honeypot servers. En-
sure your answer includes a brief description as to what each of these services ac-
tually does. 

b. do any of these open ports support the idea that a honeypot machine has been 
compromised? Ensure you fully justify your answer.

4. For each of your honeypot servers, determine how much inbound and outbound traffic 
they have. In doing this, determine which of the honeypots is the busiest. For the busi-
est honeypot, what is its most popular service?

Automating Log Analysis
Any administrator worth their salt will carefully review log files regularly (ie. at least once a 
day). Various tools exist to aid the administrator in this task:

• Sawmill is an example of a product that can be used to perform various statistical analy-
ses upon your log file data, presenting the results to you graphically.

• OSSEC and Splunk are examples of tools that constantly monitor your log files looking 
for potential intrusion attempts. OSSEC has the ability to execute custom scripts when 
intrusion attempts or attacks are detected.

The use of these tools is beyond the scope of this course.
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